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Solids: they're versatile, they're affordable, and they've got the starring role in 13 vibrant quilts by

top designers! This new collection of bright and simple-to-stitch designs with subtle modern style

shines in colorful Kona Cotton. Re-creating each quilt is a snap, thanks to comprehensive color

keys and fabric names included with each pattern. Quilt a colorful work of art in brilliant solid fabrics!
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Karen M. Burns is part of Martingale's industry-leading acquisitions team. This group of crafting

experts specializes in curating the highest-quality patterns by top designers in quilting, sewing,

knitting, crochet, and other crafts. Since its founding in 1976, Martingale has become synonymous

with outstanding craft books, with more than 24 million books sold worldwide.

This is a divers collection of modern style quilts. There are quilts like the ones pictured on the cover

that create bold patterns with traditional small pieces and traditional quilt blocks but there are a

bunch that a large scale and not an all over pattern. The bright solid color fabrics really show the

patterns beautifully.

Rock Solid is a terrific compilation of amazing quilts. It features the work of 13 top designers using

the broad range of KONA colors. The patterns range from a simple and bold 2 color design to quilts

using more than 30 colors. But don't be intimidated, not only are the patterns well written and



illustrated, each designer has given us the color palette to follow or serve as a starting place for our

own quilt using solids. I am delighted to add this book to my library.

Karen Burns compiled an astonishing selection of modern quilts made with Kona solids by Robert

Kaufman to inspire quilters who already work with solids, and entice those who don't to start picking

colors.The designers pulled out all the stops to create masterpieces which we, thanks to detailed

instructions and an abundance of diagrams, can replicate easily. The palettes chosen ran the gamut

between a two-color to an over-20 color design, from the soothing to the festive, from the pastel to

the bright: everyone will be pleased!

With a variety of modern quilt designs from some of the hottest designers in the industry, Rock Solid

showcases the incredible range of colors available in Kona Cotton. In addition to providing

straightforward, well diagrammed instructions for making each quilt, the book includes a section that

details the colors used in each of contributors' quilts. From quilts that have a limited palette of 2

colors to those that use over 30, Rock Solid delivers.

A quick flipthrough of this book told me I must have it. The patterns in here are very beautiful, the

arrangement of colors very inspiring, and the instructions are great for what I've made so far. It's a

winner!

Amazing patterns and directions, love the colors they suggest. The patterns are modern, but not 'out

there', I'm kind of a moderate with quilt designs. Have stocked up on solids, and am ready to sew.

Thank you for a truly wonderful book.

Purchased the Kindle version and already want to make 2 quilts thus far! Talented and new designs

offered. Love working with solids but can use scraps and prints if you want to.

Just received my copy. Very pleased with the easy to make patterns and the color charts so I can

make quilts easily without having to try and figure out the colors. All my favorite quilt designers are

in this book. Does not disappoint!
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